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Naturalase QS - A new and advanced technology to successfully treat tattoo removal and skin pigmentation 
launched

Change in the lifestyle and changing latest trends have increased the demand for tattoo removals and skin rejuvenation 
especially among youngsters in the recent times. To address this challenge, Lumenis India have launched a technology 
‘Naturalase QS’ for the first time in India.

Naturalase QS’ is new advanced highest energy Q-switched system in the world and is used for skin pigmentation & tattoo 
removal.  ‘Naturalase QS’ can successfully treat skin rejuvenation, tattoo removal (all colors), pigmented lesions, vascular 
lesions and hair removal with more energy and a better beam giving more accurate and better results.

The technology has been launched for the first time in India which is currently installed in Dr P.N Behl Skin Institute & School 
of Dermatology Hospital in New Delhi.

While the other laser treatments uses small spot sizes with high energy, which results in scarring and skin pigmentation 
changes, Naturalase QS offered deep penetration of the laser beam into the skin yet provide better protection to the top layer 
of the skin.

Dharmendra Mistry, Lumenis India & South Asia Country Head said “With the launch of Naturalase QS in India, there is an 
opportunity for those who regret their ink. People who wish to join armed forces due to strict job codes faces lot of problems 
to get removal of tattoos. Resultant to that many government & army hospitals could not easily address the tattoo removal 
cases. We are happy to announce the new innovative effective technology for the first time in India which will benefit all our 
stakeholders. Naturalase QS uses high energy levels, short pulse durations and wide treatments, which is more effective, 
quicker, safe and most comfortable treatments with better results and higher customer satisfaction, The high energy, nano 
quick laser pulse reaches deep into the skin where it shatters the natural or ink pigments into particles small enough to be 
cleared by the body’s lymphatic system”

Dr Vikas Kapoor, Skin Institute & School of Dermatology, Senior Consultant said “Skin Institute is the first in the country to 
acquire Naturalase (Q-Switch laser). It is safe, effective, long lasting treatment for all skin problems. Naturalase is the latest 
technology to treat uneven skin tone, hyperpigmentation, freckles, tattoos and birth marks. This revolutionary service is a 
boon to dermatology. Naturalase is a powerful high energy Q-Switch laser. Confident of the results, The Skin Institute 
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assures and offers the best at affordable prices.”

Dr Poonam Sharma, Skin Institute & School of Dermatology, Senior Consultant said “Naturalase QS is an effective treatment 
for tattoos removal, Nevus of OTA & laser toning. There is 10-15% improvement in skin tone and visible lightening of 
pigmentation with each sitting. There is less downtime with the laser which adds to the patient satisfaction.”

Naturalase QS technology is also known as giant pulse formation, which is a technique in which a laser is made to produce a 
pulsed beam.

Naturalase QS offers four different wavelengths to effectively deal with a wide range of tattoo colors, on a wide range of skin 
types. Its four wavelengths- 1064nm, 532nm, 650nm & 585nm- target nine of the most frequently used tattoo colors ranging 
from light orange to dark black.

 


